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honest man l. This certificate entitled him to relief from
every wool-combers' society affiliated to his branch through- "
out England 2, and enabled him to " travel the kingdom
round, be caressed at each lodge, and spend not one farthing
of his own, or strike one stroke of work " 3—yet anyone
convicted of fraud forfeited his claim to the certificate and
the privileges which it conferred 4. The estimates of wool-
combers' wages are various. A writer in 1739 reckoned
their earnings at 125. a week; Young placed them as low
as 75. at Norwich but as high as 143. at Lavenham and
Sudbury, and the average at 133.; a worsted manufacturer
in Nottinghamshire stated in 1794 that the average wages
paid to them seldom exceeded los. per week " solely from
their refusing to do more work " 5.
The cloth-finishers were sometimes known as ' cloth- cioth-
workers ', ' cloth-dressers ', ' shearmen ' and ' croppers '. fimshers*
The distinctive feature of this class, as well as of the
scribblers6, was that their work was not carried on at
home, as in the case of carders, spinners and weavers, but
was done in a workshop 7. Their industry was not a cot-
tage industry: they worked together in large bodies, three
men and one boy being employed on a piece of cloth8.
They represent a stage in economic evolution in which the
workshop, not the home, is the basis of industrial society;
thus their position foreshadowed the development of the
factory system.
The cloth-finishers were employed in different ways. how
Sometimes they were engaged by a master dresser, as he*
was called, who worked for the clothiers on commission,
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